Powerful Speaker

Mesmerize Crowds With Your Ideas
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Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you are a powerfully engaging and persuasive speaker.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming a more confident and persuasive public speaker. Write down any positive comments made by others.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
**Affirmations**

I love public speaking

I am an engaging speaker

I easily move crowds to action

I easily captivate large crowds

I easily mesmerize large crowds

I am at home on stage

I am at home in front of large crowds

I am incredibly persuasive

I am incredibly engaging

My speeches are mesmerizing and powerful

my speeches are engaging and motivational

I easily motivate huge crowds

I naturally motivate huge crowds

I am a stunning public speaker

people come thousands of miles to hear me speak

I captivate audiences with my speeches
I capture the minds of millions
I move the emotions of millions
I am a natural speaker
I am a natural teacher
my words engage millions
my words inspire millions
my words motivate millions
my speeches are powerful
my speeches are engaging
my speeches are mesmerizing
my speeches are moving
my speeches are inspiring
I am an incredible speaker
I am a powerful speaker
I am a mesmerizing speaker
I am a charismatic speaker
I am an energetic speaker
I love speaking to large crowds
large crowds love listening to me speak
You love public speaking
You are an engaging speaker
You easily move crowds to action
You easily captivate large crowds
You easily mesmerize large crowds
You are at home on stage
You are at home in front of large crowds
You are incredibly persuasive
You are incredibly engaging
Your speeches are mesmerizing and powerful
your speeches are engaging and motivational
You easily motivate huge crowds
You naturally motivate huge crowds
You are a stunning public speaker
people come thousands of miles to hear you speak
You captivate audiences with your speeches
You capture the minds of millions
You move the emotions of millions
You are a natural speaker
You are a natural teacher
your words engage millions
your words inspire millions
your words motivate millions
your speeches are powerful
your speeches are engaging
your speeches are mesmerizing
your speeches are moving
your speeches are inspiring
You are an incredible speaker
You are a powerful speaker
You are a mesmerizing speaker
You are a charismatic speaker
You are an energetic speaker

You love speaking to large crowds

large crowds love listening to you speak